
Alexander Robertson 



Examples from the art & science of visualizing turbulence 



Görtlers (stationary waves) over the Red Sea are  triggers for early transition to 

turbulence. Left: linear and stable gravity waves created by a whale’s breathing 

and flatulence and above them a column of turbulence that is a wall of sound 

created by the whale creates to trap fish within the bubble net .  

Nick Gales 



NASA's MODIS Land Rapid Response Team 

Linear cloud patterns and colonies of Coccolithophores (Emiliana huxleyi) displaying 

a rich variety  of  von Karman turbulent patterns off the coast of Iceland 

NASA's MODIS Land Rapid Response Team,  June 21, 2004 



Streaks and von Karman patterns of phytoplankton floating in 

the waters off Iceland's east coast 

NASA's MODIS Land Rapid Response Team,  August 11, 2004 



Stable gravity waves formed by 

a process of bouyancy and 

gravitation when a warm air 

mass flows over a cold air mass 

and vice versa. 



NASA 

Görtler vortices (inertia-gravity waves) in clouds and/or sea-ice created by streamwise 

flow of a warm, moist tropical oceanic air mass flowing over a cold, dry continental arctic 

air mass (left) is essentially the same process of bouyancy (convection) and gravitation 

(cooling)  that generates wind-rowing of surfactants on water (right) 

Alexander Robertson 



Gravity waves carry momentum and energy from the troposphere to the middle and 

upper atmosphere. These gravity waves are over a deck of marine stratocumulus clouds.  

NASA/GSFC/LaRC/JPL, MISR 



A set of high level gravity, or buoyancy waves, are partially concealed by a developing 

lower, perpendicular level of base clouds. The upper gravity waves are indicative of 

relatively stable and stratified air masses associated with stratocumulus cloud. In both cases 

the restoring forces (potential energy) for the wave motion is provided by buoyancy and 

gravity. The top of shows emerging Bédard convection cells   

Alexander Robertson 



Alexander Robertson 

Clouds display a mosaic of different wind 

patterns in relatively thin cloud formations at 

the interface between the lower (moist) air 

mass and the descending dry-upper air mass 

(it is the result of a Bermuda high pressure 

zone progressing over eastern Newfoundland) 



Comet-shaped cloud patterns (bottom) 

can be generated with simple surface 

flow dry-ice models (right). Cold air 

sinks appear to be responsible for 

generating the gravity wave 

Alexander Robertson 



From a horizontal view, the pattern of these low-level gravity 

waves above the horizon are commonly generated in dry-ice 

models such as in the previous slide. 



An orographic, quasi-stable spike formation (left) illustrates the rich 

patterns of turbulent flow generated downwind of  mountains. In 

less than an hour they evolved into much denser turbulent patterns 

within elongated cloud formations above the grassland at 

Gunnarsholt   

Alexander Robertson 



A few basic patterns of turbulence on Dýrafjörður, Iceland 

Alexander Robertson 

Goertler Vortices 

Helical Vortices 

Honamis 

Calm 

Þingyeri 

Wind shaped 

trees 



Reverse rollers on the windward side of 

the mountain between Ljósvatn and Hals 
Alexander Robertson 



The interception of brisk winds 

(from the left) and moist air by the 

mountain created not only a pair 

distinctive narrow cloud bands 

(i.e., vertical clouds streets) but 

also a faint trace of reverse rollers 

on the windward side. Alexander Robertson 



GOOGLE EARTH 

An angry sky above Ardvul, Borgarness. The 

series of  violent turbulence was generated by 

convergence and divergence of wind through a  

complex system of mountains 

Alexander Robertson 



Two short-lived (<10 min) lenticular clouds - one partially in view on the 

left and the other to the right of it – in the vicinity of Austerhraun, 

Rangárvalla. Since the wind was blowing left to right, they were created by 

wave action generated most likely by Vatnafjöll (1082 m) 

Alexander Robertson 



A magnificent pair of double lenticular cloud above Reykir near Vík. 

This was created by air pushed up from a standing cold air mass by 

strong upslope winds on the summit of Myrdalsjökull.  

Sveinn Runólfsson 



A group of lenticular above Reynir, south Iceland 



Evolution of cloud streets from a peninsula 

intercepting the free-stream air flow from the lake. Alexander Robertson 



Cloud (vortex) streets in 

the early stages of 

development as a layer of 

warm, moist air over the 

Baltic Sea drifts over the 

cooler, drier air above 

Finland 

Alexander Robertson 



Well developed stable, linear vortices (cloud streets) 

further inland over Finland from the previous slide 
Alexander Robertson 



Alexander Robertson 

Smooth, linear vortex streaks on Quidi Vidi Lake, St. John’s, Newfoundland. They occur 

when there is a prevailing wind and a difference in temperature between the warmer air and 

cooler water and vice-versa. They are the signature Görtlers (longitudinal helical roll 

vortices) which are a boundary-layer form of gravity waves caused by bouyancy and 

gravitation. It is in essence the wind-rowing of surfactants. 



Ulrich Münzer 

Another example of smooth, linear streaks on Lake 

Myvatn; in this case the air is cooler than the water. 



Alexander Robertson 

Honami (cat’s paw) turbulence caused by spurts of downward 

reverse rollers spreading off-shore which eventually settle into the 

longitudinal Görtler vortices barely visible towards the fish plant.   



 Calm – shelter by the lee of 

a wooded hillside 

 

Helical Vortices – airflow 

rolling off the land is 

organized into spiraling jets 

that wind-row the foam  into 

streaks. 

 

 

Honamis - downward gusts 

of turbulence create fast-

moving ripples (cat’s paws)  

Alexander Robertson 

Signatures of Turbulent Patterns on Water 



Iceland April 12 2006 with rich patterns of gravity waves in the cloud cover, while sediment 

from the Skaftá flood waters diverge into the ocean along the south coast. The shear gravity 

waves (rib-like pattern south of the island) are similar to the Kelvin-Helmholz wave clouds. 

In this case, eddies develop along the boundary between a warm, less dense layer over a 

colder layer travelling at different speeds. 

NASA image created by Jesse Allen, Earth Observatory  



NASA image created by Jesse Allen, Earth Observatory  

On April 22, 2006, floods swamped the Skafta River estuary. The flood water was accompanied 

by dangerously high levels of sulphur, possibly from increased geologic activity. In flood, the 

fast-moving river swept over the dark, volcanic soil west of the ice cap, and carried it into the 

ocean to display a well-defined near-shore turbulent pattern. 

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/NaturalHazards/Archive/Apr2006/iceland_amo_2006117_lrg.jpg


Iceland 28 Jan. 2002 with gravity waves which dominate the cloud cover off the east 

coast; while weak von Karman vortices characterize the patterns of airborne dust 

from interior deserts and ocean plankton 

Jacques Descloitres, NASA GSFC 



NASA image by Jeff Schmaltz, MODIS Rapid Response Team, Goddard Space Flight Center.  

March 30, 2006, Smoke from a fire west of Borganes initially forms a vortex 

street parallel to the cloud streets. However, as the heavier smoke particles cool 

and descend they were shifted westward by lower level  cross-winds which create 

von Karman vortices.  



NASA image created by Jesse 

Allen, Earth Observatory,  

Captured on April 6, 2006 

by NASA’s Terra satellite 

The burned area appears as 

a large brownish-charcoal 

patch. The grass fire started 

inland and burned all the 

way to the coast.  

 

The clouds are in the early 

stages of transition between 

Bédard convection and 

cloud streets 



As horses know, there is comfort in von Karman vortices generated by their rumps, 

shrubs, boulders and hillocks. Icelandic horses have especially big hairs that are uniquely 

aligned in such a way that, in a rainstorm, when they have their back pointing up to the 

wind, it effectively sheds water. In groups, they often stand in a row with horses at the 

bottom of the pecking order on the windward end to shelter the others. In essence they 

generate Von Karman vortices similar to an isolate island in the ocean,.  

NASA 

Þröstur Eysteinsson 



Alexander Robertson 

Persistent von Karman vortices scoopes out so much sand that virtually all of the 

hay bale has sunk into a hole. By contrast, unwrapped hay bales have disintegrated 

and partially converted to humus to provide a niche for new vegetation. 



Alexander Robertson 

The pattern of sand indicates that a combination of von Karman and 

Görtler (longitudinal spiral) vortices are efficient mechanisms for 

transporting sand  



The same combination of von Karman and Görtler (longitudinal 

spiral) vortices on shifting sand around and beyond the pump house 

on Landeyjasandur is the same process as in the hay bale example 



Close-up of the von 

Karman effect is visible to 

the left sand dune around 

the pumphouse (which 

provides water to the 

Westman Islands.  Alexander Robertson 



Profile of the long, linear sand dune created by the von Karman effect 

around the water pumphouse on Landeyasandur  

Alexander Robertson 

Sveinn Runólfsson 



Landeyjasandur – opposite Vestmayer Islands – is  ideal for observing the 

nature and pattern of shifting sands resulting from a relatively few well-

defined turbulent features. The sand is wind-rowed into longitudinal rills 

much the same way as bouancy and gravity by longitudinal rollers acting 

on the saltation process – as opposed to heating and cooling as in formation 

of cloud streaks.  

Alexander Robertson 



Alexander Robertson 

On the leeward side of the dilapidated fence on the vast Landeyjasandur 

generates an array of small-scale von Karman confines most of the drifting 

sand close to the fence. 



Sand dunes that are formed by stable longitudinal (Görtler) vortices almost fit the 

definition of a fractal, i.e., their pattern is basically the same no matter what scale 

we look at them. Top: Landsat images of deserts in Arabia, bottom: Þrostur 

Eysteinsson’s  close-up photos of a desert in northeast Iceland. 

Þröstur Eysteinsson Þröstur Eysteinsson 

Landsat Landsat 



The gully shows how sand dunes along the Skaftá River are shifted by an 

imperceptble processes of saltation (sand creep) into longitudinal rills (usually 

only noticeable from a distance as a thin layer of haze on deserts)  and by 

intermittent gustiness as seen on the left of the gully and on the flats. 

Sveinn Runólfsson 



Linear patterns seen in aeolian processes, namely suspension, saltation, and creep, 

indicate that Görtler-like vortices of many scales are efficient transporters of sand. 

Þröstur Eysteinsson 



A severe case of saltation ( sand creep) on Skeiðárasandur  



Görtler vortices are the most efficient and often powerful mechanism for shifting 

material on deserts and even gravel upslope as this example near Mt. Hekla (top) 

and across part of the flood plain at Drumbabót, near Hvolsvöllur (bottom) 

Alexander Robertson 



Andres Arnalds 

Can you see signatures of wind from several directions? 



cross-ridge linear patterns 

Andres Arnalds 



Multiple wind directions – both great and small 

Andres Arnalds 



The bottom photos show that linear (Görtler-like) vortices are also 

efficient transporters of snow. 

S.K. Þórvaldsson 



Snow drift patterns result from von Karman vortices generated by 

obstacles such as these ice-laden larches 

Sigurður Blöndal 



Vegatating Landeyjasandur to stabilize its shifting sands. The roughness 

of artificial dunes is obviously problematic in so far as they create 

longitidinal depressions which temporarily fill with water. Whereas 

seeding level ground halts saltation and the problems that arise from 

turbulence   

Alexander Robertson 



Lyme grass is useful for breaking up low-level Görtler vortices and 

providing a sheltered niche for natural plant colonization 

Alexander Robertson 



The beneficial effect of volcanic dust blown off the summit of mountains in the 

vicinity of Eyafjallajókull eruption (2010) is a source of nutrients for farm crops 

such  this fine field of barley at Thorvaldseyri close to the volcano.  

Alexander Robertson 
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Top right: cold air is trapped and builds up between an approaching 

warm front from the northeast and high elevations on and around 

Gláma. The air drains and is funnelled down the valley in a rush of 

powerful “ jets ”  The 700 m high cliffs on the west side of 

Borgarfjörður accentuate the volume and the power of the “jets” 

and shifts the air to the opposite side of the bay as it takes a slight 

turn before it exits onto Arnarfjörður. The problem for the hydro 

station village is compounded by Dynjandisvogur that allows for a 

little bit of divergence (i.e., it releases some of the pressure) but, 

unfortunately, barely enough to dampen the force of violent 

cornering “jets”.  

Top right: ditches can either channel cold air if they are parallel to cold 

air flow: conversely, convection from the relatively warmer water flowing 

through them will tend to lift cold air flowing across the drain  

Bottom left The vegetation tells us that Rhacomitrium moss 

dominates the drier, warmer and presumably windier east side of 

the low rises; while dwarf shrubs (dark bands) dominates the cooler 

moist side. But the demarcation between lichen and shrub, warm 

vs. cold or windy vs. less windy is not always well defined.  



Streaks of wind-rowed surfactants result from turbulence generated by the bridge 

walls and embankment; while the smoother surface on the left probably results 

from a combination of stable jets and undercurrents (tow) 

Alexander Robertson 



All sorts of turbulent features can be appreciated by the shape of ice 

bergs and patterns on the ice pack on Torbay; such as the effect of Görtler 

streaks formed by strong west winds across the unobstructed ice pack 

(arrows) or by von Karman vortices generated by ice bergs. 

Alexander Robertson 



Stable gravity waves shifting snow on ice on Skorradalsvatn 

Alexander Robertson 



Görtlers on Ice - Skorradalsvatn 

Alexander Robertson 



A less well-defined wave-like birch forest in Skorradalur which appear 

to have been shaped by cross-slope cornering winds – it is an extension 

of the wind-shaped forest on the previous slide.  

Alexander Robertson 



At a fine scale, the aerial photo 

reveals a distinctive wave-like 

formation in the birch across and 

slightly upslope created by up-

valley winds (left to right)  



A wave-like birch forest at the west entrance to Skorradalur 

created by cross-slope turbulence (cross-wise rollers) created 

by onshore westerly winds blowing in from Borgarfjorđur.   

Alexander Robertson 



Spirity Cove Wave Forest It is unique because it is on a coastal plain on the 

Northern Peninsula of Newfoundland. The assumption is that a variation of longitudinal 

(Görtler) vortices similar to the wind-rowed white streaks of surfactants created by Görtlers 

(streamwise rollers) perpendicular to the alignment of waves, the pale yellow are Görtlers on 

water, and the yellow over the forest are pseudo-Görtlers created by dead tree strips. 

Alexander Robertson 



Alexander  Robertson  The Impact of Wind on a Balsam Fir Wave Forest 

SPIRITY COVE 

WAVE FOREST 



The pattern of gaps are an emerging wave forest about 30 years old above Birchy 

Lake, Newfoundland created by well-defined lee rollers from strong and 

persistent winds curling over the ridge 

 Alexander Robertson 



Turbulence in Nature is a 

patterned phenomenon 

which, in the long term, 

determines the shape of 

ecosystems. The photos, 

taken 3 minutes apart,  

illustrate the patterns of 

turbulence (momentarily 

revealed by a brief episode of 

onshore fog) that created this 

wind shaped balsam fir wave 

forest near Ship Harbour,  

Newfoundland 

 Alexander Robertson 



 Alexander Robertson Ship Harbour, Placentia Bay 

The Tolt,  Port aux Basques 

Anguille Mountains,  Dave Stone 

Classic wave forests in 

Newfoundland formed 

principally by persistent, 

moderate upslope and 

cross –slope winds 

 Alexander Robertson 



A. Robertson 

The clonal spruce carpet 

tuckamore (left) is a genetic 

adaptation to wind shear and 

the clonal wave tuckamore 

(bottom) is an adaption to 

Görtler-like roll vortices. Both 

phenotypes  propagate entirely 

by layering (i.e., they do not 

produce seed). 

Alexander Robertson 



Skaftárhlaup – July 2005                                                                       

Glacial flood rivers illustrate a rich variety of turbulent patterns similar to those in the 

turbulent nature of surface wind flow similar to those observed in dry ice models.  

Sveinn Runólfsson 



Skaftárhlaup – July 2005                                                                                             
This snap-shot captures the fractal nature of streamwise trajectories                                           

(i.e., the small scale trajectories resembles large-scale trajectories) 

Sveinn Runólfsson 



   Skaftárhlaup – July 2005 

A multi-scale variety of  streamwise, crosswise and reverse rollers. However, at this shutter 

lens speed, it is difficult for the eye to process the turbulent trajectories of various patterns 

which is more of a function of  the variations in the density of volcanic debris  

Sveinn Runólfsson 



The fluid dynamics of flood waters have much in common with clouds as revealed by their 

turbulent signatures on flood plains, sand on deserts and dry-ice models shown elsewhere in 

this chapter.  However, particularly violent flood sediment loaded waters tend to leave a much 

more dramatic  array of Von Karman signatures - as in this case of the Jökulsá á Fjöllum.  

Sveinn Runólfsson 



Skaftárhlaup  – April 2006                                                                            
Transition from a smooth linear flow to rough Von Karman patterns 

Gylfi Júlíusson  



                                      Skaftárhlaup– April 2006                                                                                  
Interruption of a smooth, linear flow results in rough patterns of large-scale cross-wise (right 

edge)  and smaller streamwise  rollers (bottom centre) and extremely fine turbulence below the 

smooth surface ( bottom left). When shelterbelts interrupt streamlines of surface winds they 

generate similarly rough turbulent patterns. 

Gylfi Júlíusson  



                                       Skaftárhlaup – April 2006                                                                                
This photo shows turbulence can be both forward momentum (top centre) and angular 

momentum (the cross-braiding pattern).  

Gylfi Júlíusson  



   Skaftárhlaup – April 2006                                                                     
The shutter speed  illustrates trajectories of turbulent momentum in these cascades is 

often highly organized and fractal; but it happens much too fast for the eye to process it  

Gylfi Júlíusson  



                                            Skaftárhlaup – April 2006                                                                                                       

Whether it be water or wind, the velocity of fluid flow is extremely variable; e.g., the blurred 

sections are linear turbulence moving much faster than the rougher turbulence (right) which are 

slow enough to be in a little better focus.  

Gylfi Júlíusson  



      Skaftárhlaup – April 2006                                                                                 

This photo illustrates the inherent fractal nature in a series of  turbulent transitions.  

Gylfi Júlíusson  



Skaftárhlaup– April 2006                                                                                 
This snap-shot captures another example of the fractal nature of streamwise 

rollers across the surface of the river. 

Gylfi Júlíusson  



Streamwise rollers in down slope wind, flowing right to left across a 

bare landscape, have similar fractal patterns as the streamwise fluid 

flow of water and sand across the Skeíðarásandur 

Model courtesy students of the Landscape & Shelterwood Course (2004) 

Agricultural University of Iceland, Hvanneyri 



http://artandcarol.ca/artandcarol/photo.htm 

Furrows in Shallow Bay, Newfoundland created by Görtler-like vortices 

generated by the out-going tide.  



The wind blowing upwards across the waterfall at a roughly 45° angle  

reveal rich and well defined turbulent patterns that would be expected in 

upslope winds along mountainsides.   

Sveinn Runólfsson 



Robert Walker 

Stable patterns of wind-row are evident in this wind tunnel model of  

turbulence at the famous 12th hole at Augusta National Golf Course. 

Courtesy Alan Davenport, Wind Engineering Group,  University of Western Ontarion, 2004 



strong winds funneled down valleys that meet at the head (eastend) of Hafnafjord 

create downward violent, short-lived and fast moving vortices (water devils) that 

often strong enough to lift water 400m high.  

Alexander Robertson 



Water spouts demonstrate the lifting power of vertical vortices generated by very 

strong gusts in down-slope winds diverging from a mountain pass on Killdevil Hill 

onto Bonne Bay, Newfoundland. “Dust devils” flitting along  streets and taller ones 

on deserts and also “snow spouts” close to shelter belts develop in the same way.  

Alxander Robertson 



Relative slow and shallow rivers loaded with sediment – in this case from a 

volcanic flood plain beside Thorsmork – tend to have highly organized, stable  

turbulent patterns that are rib-like or formed in single rows   

Alxander Robertson 



Multiple scales of double helix in the spiraling convection initiated by 

an ice bridge across the centre of Grímsvötn 



Askja started erupting in January 1875, but remained virtually dormant until a huge phreatic (steam-driven) eruption took 

place on March 29th. Within a few hours a very large volume of acid (light) pumice and ash was released. The wind blew 

the ash eastward, leaving a 10-20 cm layer in the districts of Jökuldalsheiði; Jökuldalur, and the central parts of 

Fljótsdalshérað. Over the next few days, the pumice was blown by the wind into drifts (the white layer roughly 10-20 cm 

below the surface in the photo). At the bottom of the andisol (dark colour), traces of  another light pumice layer can be 

seen; this is probably the ash layer H3 from Hekla (approximately 3000 years ago)  which was also blown into drifts. 

Further down, not visible in the photo, are similar layers H4 and H5, also from Hekla.  

The ground was free of snow when the ash fell; which severely damaged the vegetation and stunted its growth the 

following summer. This damaged the land on approximately 200 farms, of which 17 farms were temporarily 

abandoned and 5 abandoned permanently. Some of these farm communities were the founders of Gimli in 1875 and 

the New Republic of Iceland granted to them by Queen Victoria,  which was absorbed into the Province of Manitoba  

in 1877.  The poisoning effect from this eruption appears to have been much less than the poisoning effect from the 

basaltic/andesitic eruptions in Hekla or the eruption at Laki in 1783,  despite the connection of fluoride (the main 

poisoning agent) to acid magma. And although there was a strong smell of sulphur at the start of the eruption, there are 

no records of sulphur causing any damage. Relatively few sheep died directly as a result of the eruption, largely 

because they had been driven to areas not affected by the ash. 

Árni Sigurðsson’s painting depicting the landing of 

Icelandic settlers landing at Willow Point, Lake Winnipeg 

in 1875 

Text: Ragnhildur Freysteinsdóttir & Freysteinn Sigurðsson 



Vast amounts of dust are transported from volcanoes (top), glacial 

sediments laid bare by overgrazing leading to erosion (bottom left)  and by 

jökulhlaups (bottom right) often with devasting results. 



The linear patterns on the Rangárvallasýsla result mainly from the combination of 

north-east winds and/or water flowing in stable longitudinal vortices. At the bottom 

right, there is a large area of white pumice from Hekla that is drifting to the 

southeast, while a smaller patch on the bottom right corner is being blown by 

strong east winds flowing through mountain passes. 

Landmælingar Íslands 



Some of the 80 km of compact shelterbelts (yellow lines) and woodlots on the Gunnarsholt 

experimental and grass seed production farm that was totally reclaimed from the desert. The 

slightly angular alignment of the shelterbelt system with respect to the principle direction and 

quality of severest winds is ideal because it deflects them rather than tackles them head on. 

This helps prolong their durability.  

14 ha, 15 yr old   

 Poplar Plantation 



In the background a dust storm originating from glacial sediments and volvcanic 

deposits bears down on Gunnarsholt  The instrumentation tower is for measuring 

energy fluxes (see http://geog.queensu.ca/climatology/Iceland01.htm ) 

Sveinn Runólfsson 

http://geog.queensu.ca/climatology/Iceland01.htm


Near Hella on April 8th, 2006 cold, dry, brisk winds from the east 

whipped up this small dust storm from a field that was ploughed in the 

fall. The dust displays faint pattern of gravity waves as the sand rises 

and falls.  

Alexander Robertson 



Sveinn Runólfsson 

Dust blows out of a newly seeded field of barley (top left)  in spring 2005. 

The dust is filtered through the bottom of the poplar/willow shelterbelt and 

is entrained (lifted) by streamwise rollers into the free-stream wind flow. 

Free-stream wind flow  

Sand entrainmed by streamwise rollers 



The historic Keldur farm’s long battle with sand storms, particularly in the 18-20th 

centuries is well documented. Sand is initially transported by northeast winds, and 

occassionally shifted by east winds  

 Alignment of sand transport by 

east wind streamwise roller 

Scouring by east wind 



At Keldur, sand is transported from the glacial deposits in the mountains by 

moderately strong winds from the northeast; while violent, jet-like spanwise 

rollers, created by strong east winds, cleans out the sand between the stone dykes.  

>10 m s-1 > 2 m s-1 

‘dry’ winds 

Rh<75%) 

‘wet’ winds 

Rh>85%) 

Alexander Robertson and Landgræslá ríkisins 



Alexander Robertson 

Fine quality hay and fertile pastures for sheep, dairy and beef cattle and a few 

horses are produced at this historic farm that was literally inundated with sand a 

century ago.  



Two distinct directions of grass, 

flattened during a brief period of 

strong winds, indicates how well-

defined diverging patterns of violent 

turbulence form along a road through 

Vaglir forest 

Alexander Robertson 



A snow-drift ridge created by convergence of 2 airstreams through gaps in 

the shelterwood: on the left the cedar hedge generates reverse roller; while 

opposite rollers are generated by cornering winds from the right  

Alexander Robertson 



Protrusions, such as this isolated “postage stamp” shelter wood, disrupt 

streamline wind flow with turbulence that becomes so fine almost to the point of 

calmness within the shelterwood, such that the interior acts like a snow trap. 

Auður Sveinsdóttir 



Convergence and Divergence

+

+

-

+

-

Vertical convergence

Horizontal convergence

Divergence

Alexander  Robertson 



The angle of winds relevant to slope varies a lot  

Alexander Robertson 



The direction of diagonal slope winds is inferred from tree flagging at 

Skrúõur and Núpur and are easily distinguished from the effects of  

snow creep and rocks, and probably skiers in the early stages of the 

plantation. 

A. Robertson 

Skrúõur Núpur 



Raising the boundary layer can be a slow and limited process,  However, in most 

cases in Iceland, the trees will eventually become symetrical as they grow taller 

Alexander Robertson 



There’s a slight decrease in height growth on the left side of groups of trees 

suggesting Hveragerði gets a little more wind from the west – northwest 

Alexander Robertson 



The canopy of the tall broadleafs to 

the right of Drumlanrig Castle 

indicate a moderately persistent 

wind >15 m above the ground. The 

photo was taken on a calm day 

Alexander Robertson 

The canopy of the woodland and 

shrubbery on the right bank exhibits 

wind-shear along the river; whereas 

the single tree does not (because it is 

sheltered by a woodland on the 

opposite side of the river partly 

shown on the previous slide) 

Drumlanrig Castle 



Einar Gunnarsson 

Of this photo, taken in the first week of April,  2005, Einar Gunnarsson notes that:- 

“One of few forest groves in "Höfn í Hornafirði". Sitka spruce with a flat top 

suffering from wind, salt, and nutritional deficiency” 



Alexander  Robertson 

The late Ann Brit Børv’s 

illustration of canopy 

deformation with a single 

convergent zone. 

A pair of spinneys in the 

temperate climate of Turnberry, 

Scotland (bottom left) and 

Bethel, N. Wales created by 

double windshear zones Ann Brit Børv 

Alexander Robertson 



Alexander Robertson 

More extreme examples of wind shear by spanwise rollers which create 

intricate tree and forest sculptures 



Examples of Windshear   

In a wind tunnel (A. Brit Børve), the  crest of a ridge at Vaglaskógur and, in 

Newfoundland, a copper beech at Heart’s Delight and a Tamarack forest near Bellburn´s 

Alexander Robertson 



Old Larch 

Edge of 

Plantation 

The European larch in the 

Skruõur garden is one of the 

oldest in Iceland. It did not 

show any degree of flagging 

until recent years when its 

crown became taller than a 

ridge nearby –thereby 

exposing it to windshear by 

onshore (west) winds. 
S. K. Þorvaldsson 

Alexander Robertson 



Sigurður Harðason & Alexander Robertson 

Simple dry-ice or liquid nitrogen models provide a graphical insight into 

the nature of turbulence generated in downslope wind and around objects 



Courtesy of students of Landscape & Shelterwood course (2004 & 2005)  Agricultural University of Iceland, Hvanneyri 

Some examples of dry-ice visualization models of 

the effects of landscapes on down slope wind 



Dry-ice model illustrating the cause of dangerous gusts on the road at Hafnamellir 

created by convergence along the steep mountain slopes of Hafnarfjall. In a sense 

this is a form of lateral windshear. 

Photo on the left courtesy of students of Landscape & Shelterwood course (2005)  Agricultural University of Iceland, Hvanneyri 


